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Abstract This paper provides fundamental understanding
for the use of cumulative plots for travel time estimation on
signalized urban networks. Analytical modeling is per-
formed to generate cumulative plots based on the availabil-
ity of data: a) Case-D, for detector data only; b) Case-DS,
for detector data and signal timings; and c) Case-DSS, for
detector data, signal timings and saturation flow rate. The
empirical study and sensitivity analysis based on simulation
experiments have observed the consistency in performance
for Case-DS and Case-DSS, whereas, for Case-D the
performance is inconsistent. Case-D is sensitive to detection
interval and signal timings within the interval. When
detection interval is integral multiple of signal cycle then
it has low accuracy and low reliability. Whereas, for
detection interval around 1.5 times signal cycle both
accuracy and reliability are high.
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1 Introduction

Travel time is the time required to travel between two
spatially separated points on the network. It is an important
network performance measure and it quantifies congestion
in a manner easily perceived by all users.

Literature is abundant with research on travel time
estimation and prediction. Number of models ranging from
simple naïve regression [1–5], traffic flow theory [6, 7],
pattern recognition [8–12] to advance machine learning
[13–16] and data fusion models [17–21] are proposed. New
models are still being sought by many researchers as there
are avenues for improvement especially in terms of
transferability, applicability and robustness.

A majority of such models are limited to freeways and
cannot be applied as it is on urban network due to different
behavior of traffic on the two facilities. The complexities
related to urban network includes interrupted traffic due to
conflicting areas such as intersections; and significant
traffic flow from (to) mid-link sources (sinks), etc.

Cumulative plot is the plot of cumulative counts of
values (here, vehicles at a specific location) versus time,
starting from an arbitrary initial count e.g., value is zero at
time equals zero [22]. In traffic engineering, Newell [23] is
pioneer to use cumulative plots for dynamic analysis of
deterministic congested systems.

Using cumulative plots to model travel time [6, 7] and/or
travel delay [24] is not new to the field. However, its
performance with respect to numerous model parameters
related to detection interval; signal timing, etc., is not
investigated in literature.

The classical analytical procedure for travel time
estimation considers cumulative plots U(t) and D(t) at
upstream entrance and downstream exit of the link,
respectively. Refer to Fig. 1, N is the number of vehicles
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that arrives at upstream from time t1 to time t2 or departs
from downstream from time t3 to time t4. The area A,
between the plots (considering U(t) from time t1 to time t2
and D(t) from time t3 to time t4) is the total travel time for N
vehicles. Average travel time TT is A/N and is mathemat-
ically expressed as follows:

TT ¼
PN
i¼1

D�1ðiÞ�U�1ðiÞ
N ¼

PN
i¼1

D�1ðiÞ�
PN
i¼1

U�1ðiÞ
N

N ¼ D t4ð Þ � D t3ð Þ ¼ U t2ð Þ � U t1ð Þ
ð1Þ

Where D−1(i) and U−1(i) are the time corresponding to the ith

cumulative count observed at D(t) and U(t), respectively.
For real application there are certain issues to be

addressed such as, a) relative deviation amongst the
cumulative plots (also termed as drift) due to mid-block
sources and sinks (e.g. parking), and detector counting
error; and b) unknown fluctuations in traffic flow due to
aggregated detector counts from stop-line detector.

Due to relative deviation the cumulative plots can either
diverge from each other or can even cut each other. Bhaskar
et al. [25] have addressed the relative deviation issue by
integrating cumulative plots with probe vehicle data.
Therefore, in this paper no relative deviation amongst the
cumulative plots is assumed and we focus on addressing the
following aggregated counts issue.

If the available detector data is aggregated counts then
due to aggregation the information about the actual traffic
fluctuations is lost. For instance, if the detector detection
(aggregation) interval is 5 min and 100 vehicles are
observed during a 5 min interval, then we do not know
how these 100 vehicles are distributed within the interval.

Therefore, the granularity of the cumulative plot depends
on the aggregation interval.

The objectives of this paper are to: perform analytical
modeling for estimation of cumulative plots; and empiri-
cally study the performance of the estimated cumulative
plots for their application in travel time estimation using
classical analytical procedure. The performance is analyzed
with respect to the following parameters: a) detection
interval; b) signal timings; c) offset of signal timings within
detection interval; and d) degree of saturation. Such
fundamental analysis is not being performed in literature,
although cumulative plots are foundation for numerous
analytical models.

The structure of the paper is as follows: First, analytical
modeling is performed in Section 2. Thereafter, the
developed models are tested using simulation in Section 3
and finally, the results from its sensitivity analysis are
presented in Section 4.

2 Analytical modeling

Here, stop-line detector data; signal controller data and
saturation flow rate is integrated. Stop-line loop detectors
are detectors at the intersection stop-line and generally
provide aggregated counts during detector detection inter-
val. Signal controller provides signal timings such as signal
phase plan and time corresponding to the start and end of
signal green for each phase. Here aggregated counts from
the stop-line detectors are known and fluctuations in the
traffic flow due to signals are unknown. To generalize the
model, cumulative plots at the location of the detector are
estimated for the three cases depending on the availability
of the data: a) Case-D: Only detector data is available; b)
Case-DS: Detector data and signal controller data is
available; and c) Case-DSS: Detector data, signal controller
data and saturation flow rate is available. The slope of the
plot defines the flow pattern at the respective entrance of
the intersection.

Here, Nd and q as the counts and flow, respectively
during the detection interval of DI seconds. Signal timings
considered are the effective signal timings.

2.1 Case-D

The flow pattern (Fig. 2) is assumed to be uniform
throughout the detection interval (Eq. 2). The assumption
is reasonable for shorter detection intervals and in the
absence of any further information can be applied for larger
detection intervals.

q ¼ Nd

DI
ð2Þ
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the classical analytical methodology for travel
time estimation
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2.2 Case-DS

A stepwise flow pattern is defined (Eq. 3) where it is
uniform only during the signal green period within the
detection interval and during signal red period there is no
flow (Fig. 3).This captures the fluctuations in the flow
pattern even for larger detection intervals. Flow patterns
during each green period of the detection interval are
parallel to each other.

During green periods in the detection interval
q ¼ NdP

gd;i

During red periods in the detection interval
q ¼ 0

ð3Þ

We define gd,i as the i-th green period during the
detection interval.

In Fig. 3, two green periods are present during the
detection interval and the counts are distributed to each green
interval in proportion to the corresponding green time. The
count, Ni, during each i-th green period (gd,i) in the detection
interval is assumed to be in proportion to gd,i (Eq. 4).

Ni ¼
Nd»gd;iP
i
gd;i

ð4Þ

2.3 Case-DSS

For realistic representation of the cumulative plots, saturation
flow rate is considered and the counts during the green
interval are segregated into counts from the saturation flow
pattern and counts from the demand pattern. We define the
demand, which is the cumulative plot (CPdemand) at the
location of the stop-line detector assuming point (vertical)
queue at intersection. It can also be defined as the expected
cumulative plot at the location of stop-line detector if there is
no restriction, at the intersection, on the flow of the vehicles.

At a signalized intersection (during the green phase) the
vehicles from the queue are effectively discharged at
saturation flow. Thereafter, the flow pattern follows the
demand pattern. If demand and saturation flows are known,
then accurate and realistic flow pattern considering saturation
flow and non-saturation flow can be estimated.

For simplicity, we focus on green (g) for a complete signal
cycle instead of gd,i (i-th green period during the detection
interval). The g can extend in more than one detection
interval. For instance, in Fig. 3, the first green g has the
component gd,1 during the indicated detection interval.
The count, Ng, during a g is obtained by respectively adding
the counts from all its components, if split in more than one
detection interval. Out of Ng vehicles, ns vehicles enter the
intersection at saturation flow pattern and the remaining
(Ng - ns) follow the demand pattern. The maximum number
of vehicles which can depart during g is Nmax(=s*g), where s
is saturation flow rate (vehicles/second).

For a link between two consecutive intersections as
shown in Fig. 1, the demand pattern, for the detector at the
downstream end of the link, can be deduced from U(t).
However, for a network there can be certain links where the
U(t) is unknown such as at the entrance of the network,
here demand can be assumed. Therefore, the following two
cases of assumed and deduced demand patterns are
considered to estimate cumulative plots for case-DSS.

2.3.1 Assumed demand pattern

The detector counts represent demand for under-saturation
situations. However, for over-saturation situation, the
counts are upper bounded by capacity and that is less than
true demand. Therefore, demand estimated in this case is
termed as “assumed demand”.

The demand flow pattern can be assumed to follow a
uniform pattern (deterministic) or can be assumed to be
distributed according to some probability distribution
(stochastic). To simplify the analysis it is assumed that
demand is uniform during the signal cycle. As shown in
Fig. 4, Ng numbers of vehicles are counted during the green
phase that represents the uniform demand for the signal
cycle. By superimposing saturation flow pattern (during the
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green phase) on the uniform demand pattern the following
relationship can be geometrically obtained:

ns
Ng

¼ 1�g=cð Þ
1�X »g

cð Þ for X < 1

¼ 1 for X � 1
where :
X ¼ Ng

Nmax
when Ng < Nmax

ð5Þ

The saturation flow starts at the beginning of the green
period and lasts for ns/s time units. Therefore, the flow
pattern is defined as follows:

During Red Period
q ¼ 0
During Green Period

q ¼ s 0 < t < ns=s
Ng
c ns=s � t � c

� ð6Þ

where: t is the time since the start of the green within the
green period and c is the signal cycle time.

Equation 5 provides the ratio of the counts in saturation
flow rate (ns) to the total counts during a green interval
(Ng). For under-saturation situations, the ratio Ng/Nmax

represents degree of saturation (X) and ns/Ng is the
proportion of demand in saturation flow rate. For a given
degree of saturation, the higher the green split (g/c) the
lower the ns/Ng ratio; and for near to saturation situations
the ratio is close to one. This is as expected, because as the
demand approaches capacity almost all the vehicles are at
saturation flow rate.

2.3.2 Deduced demand pattern

In this case, we are interested in estimating D(t), given U(t).
The demand can be deduced from the upstream cumulative

plot. We name this demand the “deduced demand” and it is
the horizontal shift of the U(t) by free-flow travel time
(ttfreeflow) of the link i.e., U(t−ttfreeflow). Here for simplicity,
no platoon dispersion is assumed. It is found (presented in
next section) that the model performs reasonably well with
this assumption. Nevertheless, a platoon dispersion model
can be adopted to estimate the demand.

The flow is defined as zero for red intervals. For green
intervals, if CPdemand is greater than the cumulative counts
(D(t)) then the flow is at saturation flow rate otherwise the
flow pattern is same as demand pattern (see Eq. 7).

During Red Period
q ¼ 0
During Green Period

if CPdemandðtÞ > DðtÞ
q ¼ s

else
q ¼ @CPdemandðtÞ

@t
where : CPdemandðtÞ ¼ U t � ttfreeflow

� �

ð7Þ

In Fig. 5, the known parameters are: the upstream
cumulative plot, U(t); reference position (position a in the
figure) for the D(t); signal timings at downstream
intersection; and counts from the downstream end of the
link (Ng). Flow pattern at downstream intersection for the
current detection interval is unknown. This is obtained by
no flow during red period (a to b) and during green period,
the flow is at saturation flow until CPdemand(t) is greater
than D(t) (b to c) and thereafter flow follows the demand
pattern (c to d).

Note: The flow pattern is estimated for each detection
interval (case-D and case-DS) or for each signal cycle
(case-DSS); and the polyline for the cumulative plots are
generated by cumulating the profiles from each estimation
interval taking into account the residual queue from the last
interval

3 Model testing

The model is tested using a microscopic traffic simulator,
AIMSUN [26] on a link between two consecutive signal-
ized intersections. Travel time is defined as the time
required travelling from the entrance of the upstream
intersection to the entrance of the downstream intersection.
The simulation network is similar to one illustrated in
Fig. 1, where flow from three different directions at
upstream intersection and a through movement at down-
stream intersection are considered. The flow on the
upstream links is metered by signals at the further upstream.
Scenarios for different degrees of saturation in the range of
0.5 to 1.2 at downstream intersection are simulated. The
performance of the model, defined in terms of accuracy (%)

Fig. 4 Assumed demand: Geometrical relationship between ns and
Ng assuming uniform demand pattern during the current signal cycle
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(Eq. 8), is evaluated for different detection intervals from
10 s to 360 s.

Accuracy %ð Þ ¼ 1�
PN
i¼1

actuali�estimatedij j
actuali

N

0
BB@

1
CCA»100 ð8Þ

Where, N is the total number of travel time estimation
intervals. Actuali and estimatedi are the average actual
travel time and average estimated travel time for ith

estimation interval, respectively.
The results presented here are from simulation with

signal cycle time of 120 s and green split of 0.5 at both
upstream and downstream intersections. Average travel
time for 6 min is estimated from simulation of 1 h for each
scenarios mentioned above.

For over-saturation situations if links are short then the
queues are likely to extend to the upstream end of the link.
Such situation will affect the saturation flow rate at the
upstream intersection and therefore for case-DSS, the satura-
tion flow rate has to be appropriately corrected. It should not
affect the estimation for case-D and case-DS. The aim of the
current analysis for case-DSS is to test the methodology for a
given saturation flow rate and therefore a constant saturation
flow rate is considered. For higher degree of saturation the
queue may extend to the upstream end of the link (spill-back)
resulting in drop in the observed flow at the upstream stop-line
detector. This should affect the methodology because the
methodology does not depend on the flow rate.

Figure 6 represents the graphs for detection intervals
versus accuracy for the three cases. Each point on the graph
represents the average of the accuracies obtained from

different degree of saturation for a given detection interval.
As expected, short detection intervals have higher accuracy
levels irrespective of the cases and for detection intervals
less than 30 s the estimation is very accurate. Detection
interval is not critical if signal timings are available (Case-
DS). Comparable accuracy can be obtained from a) detector
data from larger detection intervals with signal timings;
and b) detector data from shorter detection intervals
without signal timings. If detection interval is short, then
signal timings and saturation flow rate are not required.
For case-D, the performance is not consistent for different
detection intervals and in this example the accuracy drops
significantly to 80% when detection interval is close to
integral multiple of signal cycle for instance 120 s, 240 s
and 360 s. This inconsistency in the performance for case-D is
analyzed in the next section.

4 Sensitivity analysis

The cumulative plots generated for case-DSS are realistic
and accurate (Fig. 7), whereas for case-D they are simplest
but with inconsistency in the performance for travel time
estimation. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis for case-D and
case-DS is performed, considering case-DSS as a reference,
and with a goal to determine a) the parameters which
contribute to the inconsistency; and b) the values of the
parameters for which the model is most accurate and reliable.

Following parameters are considered for the analysis:

I. Detection Interval: defined by variables β*c, where β is
a rational number and c is signal cycle time.

Fig. 5 Illustration of estimation
of CPDS(t) for case-DSS with
demand deduced from CPUS(t)
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II. Signal green time: defined by variable g. It can be
shown that as the green split (g/c) increases case-D and
case-DS approaches case-DSS.

III. Sequence of signal phases in the detection interval
defined by variables α*c (0≤α≤1) which is the time
from the start of the detection interval to the start of the
green period within the detection interval or in other
words it is the offset of the green with respect to
detection interval.

For a given detection interval and signal timings there
can be different patterns of signal timings within the
detection interval. Figure 8a illustrated different patterns
of signal timings within a detection interval. These patterns
determine the shape of the cumulative plot for case-DSS.
For consecutive detection intervals these patterns will
change from one detection interval to another, except for
detection interval which is integral multiple of signal cycle.

However, for fixed signal cycle with rational value of β, the
pattern will repeat itself after certain time. For instance, in
Fig. 8b where β=1.5 third pattern is similar to first pattern.

To make the analysis valid for any cycle time the above
defined variables are normalized with signal cycle time (c).

IV. Degree of saturation (X): The degree of saturation
determines the proportion of counts in the saturation
flow rate and hence the shape of plots for case-DSS.

4.1 Sensitivity analysis case-D

In the previous section, the performance was evaluated by
comparing the estimated and actual travel time using traffic
simulation on a network. In this section, for sensitivity
analysis, we evaluate the deviation of cumulative plot for
case-D from that of case-DSS and estimate the corresponding

Fig. 6 Comparative overview
of the performance of the three
cases as detection interval
versus accuracy graphs

Fig. 7 Illustration of the
cumulative plot for different
cases and individual vehicle
identification
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accuracy in the travel time estimation by simple
geometry. To explain the methodology for sensitivity
analysis we consider an example (Fig. 9). For travel time
estimation one is interested in the area between the
cumulative plot for U(t) and D(t). The shape of the plot
is defined by the parameters: β, g/c, α and X. In the figure,
the performance for U(t), is evaluated for a scenario where
((α+g/c≤1) and (1+α+g/c<β≤2) and (X<1)).

The accuracy for a combination of the parameters is
defined as follows (Eq. 9):

Accuracy %ð Þ ¼ 1� AreaCase�DSS � AreaCase�Dj j
AreaCase�DSS

� �
»100

ð9Þ
Where: AreaCase-DSS and AreaCase-D are the areas under the
plots for case-DSS and case-D, respectively as presented in
the figure.

The analysis is performed for 0<β≤2; 0.5≤g/c≤0.9;
0≤α≤1 and 0.5≤X≤1.2. The performance of the model is
defined in terms of accuracy (%) and standard deviation
(σ2). The accuracy and standard deviation presented for a
parameter (say β) is the 5th percentile and standard
deviation of the accuracies (Eq. 9) obtained from different
scenarios considering all possible combinations with other
parameters (g/c, α and X), respectively. So, accuracy is the
minimum accuracy for 95% of the scenarios and standard
deviation is an indicator for the relative reliability of the
model. Higher σ2 indicates lower reliability and vice versa.

4.1.1 Sensitivity with respect to β

The model is highly sensitive to detection interval and β is
identified as a critical parameter. Figure 10a and e represent

graphs for accuracy and σ2 versus β, respectively. The
accuracy decreases from more than 95% to less than 85%
with increase of β from 0 to 1, respectively and thereafter
it increases(> 90%) till β=1.5 and decreases again to less
than 85% for β close to 2. On the contrary, σ2

monotonically increases for 0<β<1 and 1.5<β<2 and
decreases for 1.5<β<2 (Fig. 10e). This indicates that the
model is least reliable when β is close to an integer (1 and 2)
and for 1≤β≤2 the model is most accurate and reliable when
β is close to 1.5.

4.1.2 Sensitivity with respect to g/c

Figure 10b and f represent graphs for accuracy and σ2

versus g/c, respectively, for β equal to 1, 1.5 and 2. The
graphs for β equal to 1 and 2 are the same. Accuracy
increases and σ2 decreases (reliability increases) with
increase of g/c. For high g/c (> 0.85) the model is
relatively insensitive to β and accuracy is more than
95% (Fig. 10b). Whereas, for lower g/c (<0.4) the model is
highly sensitive to β. Relatively higher value of σ2

(Fig. 10f) for β equal 1 and 2 is consistent with the
results of the sensitivity analysis for β i.e., the model is
least reliable for integer values of β and most reliable for β
around 1.5.

4.1.3 Sensitivity with respect to α

Figure 10c and g represent graphs for accuracy and σ2

versus α, respectively, for β equal to 1, 1.5 and 2. For β
equal 1.5 (Fig. 10c), the accuracy is generally more than
90% whereas, for β equal 1 and 2, there is a significant
fluctuation in the accuracy from less than 75% (for α

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Illustration of a several
patterns of signal timings within
a detection interval; and
b patterns for consecutive
detection intervals
with β=1.5
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around 0.85) to more than 90% (for α around 0.3).
Aforementioned (Fig. 8), for consecutive detection intervals
with fixed signal timings the pattern of signal timings (α)
within a detection interval is constant for integral values of
β. The sensitivity of the model to α for integral values of β ,
makes it unreliable for such values of β. However, if tuned
properly by choosing an appropriate α (e.g. α=0.3) it can
give good estimations.

4.1.4 Sensitivity with respect to X

Figure 10d and h represent graphs for accuracy and σ2

versus X, respectively, for β equal to 1, 1.5 and 2.
Relatively the model is less sensitive with respect to X
and the accuracy increases by 2% for increase in X from
0.5 to 1. The relatively higher value of σ2 (Fig. 10h) for β
equals to 1 and 2 is due to low reliability of the model for
integer β.

4.2 Sensitivity analysis: case-DS

The difference between case-DSS and case-DS is that case-
DSS considers saturation flow rate, and its flow profile
depends on demand pattern, green split and degree of
saturation. Similarly to the sensitivity analysis for case-D,
the sensitivity analysis for case-DS is performed consider-
ing case-DSS as reference and the results are presented in
Fig. 11. It is found that the accuracy for case-DS is
generally higher than 94% (σ2<2%) and is slightly
sensitive to the parameters.

Similarly to case-D, for 1≤β≤2 the highest accuracy
and reliability are for β close to 1.5 (Fig. 11a and e). For
0.1≤g/c≤0.5 the accuracy drops from more than 99% to
96% and for 0.5≤g/c≤0.9 the accuracy increases back to
99% (Fig. 11b and f). The model is almost insensitive to α
and there is slight decrease in accuracy and reliability for
0.75≤α≤0.85 (Fig. 11c and g). Accuracy and reliability of
the model actually increases with the increase in the
degree of saturation (Fig. 11d and h). For X ≥ 1, all the
counts are in saturation flow and case-DS is same as case-
DSS (100% accuracy).

As the accuracies are generally more than 94% with σ2

less than 2%, it is reasonable to conclude that case-DS is
generally consistent with case-DSS and even in the absence
of saturation flow rate information one could obtain travel
time with reasonable accuracy by integrating aggregated
detector data with signal controller data.

5 Explanation of the findings

The reason for low reliability at integral values of β and
high accuracy for β around 1.5 can be explained with a help
of an example. Let us consider β=1.5 (Fig. 12) with
different patterns of signal timings (α=0, g/c, 0.5*(1−g/c),
(1−0.5*g/c)) and compare deviation of the areas for travel
time estimation from flow profiles under case-D and case-
DS. Then, for case-D, there is always a counter balance for
under-estimation or over-estimation of area, which explains
the improvement in accuracy. However, for β=1 (Fig. 13),

Case-DSS Case-D

Case-DSS

Area -Area
Accuracy(%) =(1 - )*100

Area

0

1 1

11

Uniform Demand

(Reference)

Fig. 9 Example for evaluation
of case-D with case-DSS as
reference
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with α=0 and α=g/c there is either underestimation or
overestimation with no counter balance area (lowest
accuracy) and for α=0.5*(1−g/c) and (1−0.5*g/c) there is
a perfect balance of areas (highest accuracy). Therefore, for
integral values of β, the estimation can range from perfect
to worst which accounts for its low reliability.

In the above qualitative comparison we have considered
case-DS as a reference instead of case-DSS due to
simplicity in illustration of flow profiles. Consideration of
flow profiles for case-DSS will not affect the above
qualitative comparison.

6 Discussion and conclusion

This paper analyses the performance of the classical
analytical procedure, utilizing cumulative plots, for travel
time estimation on signalized urban network, with respect
to various parameters: β, for the detection interval; g/c, for
the green split; α, for offset between detection interval and
green period; and X, for degree of saturation. Such
fundamental analysis is not being performed in literature,
although cumulative plots are foundation for numerous
analytical models.

a e

b f

c g

d h

β

∝

g/e

X

Fig. 10 Accuracy and standard
deviation obtained from the
sensitivity analysis for case-D
with case-DSS as reference
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a e

b f

c g

d h

β

g/c

∝

X

Fig. 11 Accuracy and standard
deviation obtained from the
sensitivity analysis for case-DS
with case-DSS as reference
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The classical procedure is vulnerable to relative deviation
(“drift”) amongst the plots. Methodology that address the
relative deviation issue is presented by Bhaskar et al. [25].
Therefore, in this paper we assume no relative deviation
amongst the plots and focus on the issue when the available
data from the detectors are aggregated resulting in loss of
information for the actual fluctuations in traffic flow due to
signals. Analytical modeling is performed to generate three
different models based on the availability of data: case-D:
only detector data is available; case-DS: detector and signal
controller data is available; and case-DSS: detector data,
signal controller data and saturation flow rate is available.

The travel time estimates for case-DSS is very accurate and
can be used as a reference. For the other cases, sensitivity in
accuracy is tested with respect to the model parameters (β, g/c,
α and X).

For case-DS, the accuracies are generally more than 94%
with standard deviation less than 2%, so it is reasonable to
conclude that even in the absence of saturation flow rate
information one should obtain travel time with reasonable
accuracy by integrating detector data with signal controller
data.

In fact, with small values of β, accuracy is close to
perfection in case-D also. Yet, the sensitivity analysis for

Fig. 13 Deviation in area for travel time estimation of case-D from
case-DS under different values of α and for β=1 (assuming area to the
right of cumulative plot is of interest)

Fig. 12 Deviation in area for travel time estimation of case-D from
case-DS under different values of α and for β=1.5 (assuming area to
the right of cumulative plot is of interest)
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1≤β≤2 indicates that case-D is highly sensitive to detection
interval. For β around 1.5, the model is most accurate with
high reliability, whereas, for β close to 1 and 2, the model is
least accurate with low reliability. Therefore, it can be argued,
if only aggregated data is available then, for better confidence
in travel time estimation, aggregation interval close to integral
multiple of signal cycle time should be avoided. In fact, X has
relatively little impact on the sensitivity of case-D. As for g/c
and α, they are the two secondary most important factors for
the sensitivity of case-D; that is when β is close to 1 or 2.

The explanations for these findings (Section 5) are also
provided, which enable us to generalize the results when
only detector data is available. For β>2, detection interval
should be chosen such that β is close to the half of an odd
number (e.g., 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, etc.), because of high accuracy
and more stability. On the contrary, integral values of β
should be avoided because of its low reliability. If β is close
to an integer, then accuracy and reliability can still be
improved with high g/c or choosing α=0.3. This general-
ization is consistent with the simulation results presented in
model testing section for 1/12≤β≤3, g/c=0.5 and α=0.
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